Hybrid Schedule Information
General Information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

There are three Cohorts (A, B, C) broken down alphabetically by student.
Cohort A attends in person instruction at Steinert every Tuesday.
Cohort B attends in person instruction at Steinert every Wednesday.
Cohort C attends in person instruction at Steinert every Thursday.
Mondays and Fridays will rotate as to which cohort attends on those days.
Siblings and/or students who live in the same household have been assigned the same cohort. This has also
been shared with the elementary and middle schools for students who have siblings in different buildings.
a. In the event there is a sibling situation where one is general education and another sibling is in a
subgroup (that is getting an extra day Vo Tech, Special Education, ESL, etc.) The general education
sibling will only attend school on that cohort’s (A, B, C) scheduled day.
7. On days students do not attend in-person instruction at Steinert, they are on remote learning at home
8. All students will follow their assigned cohort and attend on those days unless otherwise noted (see Sub-Group
information below)

Sub-Groups:
1. The following are sub-groups that are guaranteed two days of in-person instruction per week at Steinert. Listed
below are assigned days for subgroups when their cohort does not meet a second day.

ESL:
i. ESL 1 – Will attend on their assigned cohort days and every Monday the week their cohort does
not meet a second day.
ii. ESL 2 – Will attend on their assigned cohort days and every Friday the week their cohort does
not meet a second day.
iii. ESL 3 - Will attend on their assigned cohort days only
iv. ESL 4 - Will attend on their assigned cohort days only
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Vocational School (Tues/Thurs):
v. Will attend Steinert and Votech (AM Program or PM Program) every Tuesday and Thursday
regardless of what cohort they were assigned. They will not follow the A, B, C, cohort schedule.
They will follow a Tuesday and Thursday schedule every week. They will be their own
Tues/Thurs cohort. Any Special Education student who is also a Vo Tech student will follow the
Tues/Thurs cohort schedule.

Special Education:
vi. Any Special Education student who is also a Vo Tech student will follow the Tues/Thurs cohorts
schedule.
vii. AU program students will be attending Steinert 5 days/week. They will follow their assigned
cohort on the assigned days and on the other days will be with their AU classes
viii. Resource Room (RR) students are guaranteed two days of in-person instruction a week at
Steinert. They will attend on Monday’s the weeks their cohort does not meet a second day. If
they are Vo Tech, then this does not apply. They will attend the Tues/Thursday cohort.
ix. In-Class Resource (ICR) students are guaranteed two days of in-person instruction a week at
Steinert. They will attend on Friday’s the weeks their assigned cohort does not meet a second
day. If they are Vo Tech, then this does not apply. They will attend the Tues/T
 hursday cohort.
x. LLD students are guaranteed two days of in-person instruction at Steinert per week. They will
attend Steinert on Tuesday and Thursday (A-J) or Wednesday and Friday (K-Z). They will be
their own cohort. If they are Vo Tech, then this does not apply. They will attend the
Tues/T
 hursday cohort.

*Students that chose the remote option were still assigned a cohort. This was done to give each family as much
information as possible in case students are interested in changing from remote to hybrid instruction.*
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